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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Proximex Surveillint Steps Up Deployment,
Task Management Features in Latest Release
Version 8.1 introduces easy-to-use tools to enable easier deployment and faster operations
WESTFORD, Mass. December 22, 2015 –– Tyco Security Products has announced the release of version 8.1 of its
Proximex Surveillint PSIM solution, which offer new capabilities for faster configuration, deployment and management
of alerts so security operations personnel can respond more quickly and appropriately to events.
Under the user-friendly centralized deployment and configuration wizard, integrators can create and configure event
and video integration modules, manage sensors, zones or areas, and design operator tasks and configure related rules
within the Surveillint Enterprise or Essentials products.
“The evolution of Surveillint is predicated on making it faster for integrators to deploy and more intuitive for users so
they can get the fullest level of benefits from their PSIM solution,” said Kristy Dunchak, Director, Product
Management, Integration Platforms, Tyco Security Products. “The improvements to the deployment tool and new
operator task management features speak to our ongoing focus on ease of use.”
Many sites want to have the ability to specify a series of operator actions to be performed when certain types of alerts
are received. With the Operator Task Module, Surveillint 8.1 enables administrators to define multiple step tasks
within the Operation Console through an intuitive drag-and-drop Operator Task Designer GUI. These tasks may then be
deployed using the Tasks Rule Manager, which enables administrators to define alert collapsing rules as well as a
hierarchy of rules for specifying when operator tasks should be executed. Operators can follows the action on a display
panel in the alert details window and optionally escalate or reassign specific tasks as necessary.
Surveillint can also now export reports in Excel format, including information on alert details, badge use tracking,
suspect tracking and search and report data.
For more information about Proximex and the entire product line, visit www.proximex.com.
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About Proximex
Proximex, a leader in physical security information management (PSIM) solutions, is part of the Security Products
business unit of Tyco, the world’s largest pure-play fire protection and security company. Proximex solutions
integrate existing and new systems and technologies in a centralized -situational awareness center to ensure that
incident information is no longer trapped within disparate systems, but brought together in context with security
policies and operations for analysis and resolution. Global customers operating in a variety of mission critical
environments trust Proximex solutions to deliver the fastest set up and deployment, the highest in scalability,
availability and failover capabilities, and the most robust integrations in the industry. Leveraging the brand’s IT
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heritage, Proximex solutions integrate physical and logical security systems with network and health monitoring
technologies to catch multi-pronged attacks and relay important business-level information. Proximex has
serviced more than 250 bi-directional global integrations and covers all the major global continents, North and
South Americas, Europe, the Middle East and Asia.
About Tyco Security Products
Tyco Security Products and its leading brands conducts business in over 177 countries around the world, in
multiple languages and employs over 2,800 employees globally, including research and development, marketing,
manufacturing, sales, service and logistics teams in the Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and Asia
Pacific. Our products, built by developers from all product disciplines, consistently allow customers to see more, do
more, and save more across multiple industries and segments including healthcare, government, transportation,
finance, retail, commercial and residential. Worldwide, Tyco Security Products helps protect 42% of Fortune 500
companies, transportation systems on five continents, 37% of the world’s top 100 retailers, over two million
commercial enterprises, thousands of students in more than 900 educational facilities, and over five million
private residences.

